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WHAT'S INSIDE:

JARED FOSTER MUSIC

Jared Foster is a singer, songwriter and

performer from Lancaster, Ohio. His

performances include original music

and covers, and he specializes in easy

listening music. Jared has performed

gigs in many cities over Ohio, Kentucky

and Indiana.

ABOUT JARED

The best way to get updates on Jared’s latest music, live shows, and videos.

MARCH 2021

@jaredfostermusic

@jaredfostermusic

Jared Foster Music jaredfostermusic.com

Horvath's Harbor Cocktail Lounge
Newport on the Levee

Elliot's Woodfired Kitchen and Tap
Private Grad Party

MARCH LINE-UP
March 6th
March 13th
March 17th
March 27th

Thornville, OH
Newport, KY
Newark, OH

Bright, IN

6:30-9:30 pm
4-7 pm
4-6 pm

7-10 pm
 



FEBRUARY RECAP
February was a strange month for the journey. At the beginning of the month, I had to

withdraw from a gig with the band because of sickness. I continued to work through

the sickness on the disCOVERED video at home: recording, editing, and emailing files

back and forth with Charlie, who lives in Cincinnati. Shoutout to my Aunt Janis for

letting me borrow her photo backdrops for the project. I recorded all the video footage

in a day in my basement and then edited for the next couple days when I had free time.

My designer Justine helped with the thumbnail designs and logos and my marketing

consultant Jillian helped me with promoting. I decided to release on Valentine's Day

because of the content and nature of the song and I think it turned out great! Thanks to

everyone who watched, liked, and shared. I'm not sure how often I'll do the videos, but

they have been really fun so far. 

I have also been working on website design throughout the month, emailing and

getting on Zoom calls with Jus and Jill. We are planning on an April release date. I

finished the month with one of the most ambitious gigs I've had: playing from 10PM-

1AM at The Downtown Bistro! It was nice to shake off the rust and work with the new

gear I've acquired. I can't lie, I was definitely tired and disoriented after a while, but

seeing the folks who came in still there singing along and having fun an hour later

made me want to stay even longer. Thanks to everyone who came out, even if you

couldn't stay for long. It meant a lot!

For March, I will continue trying to get gigs for the summer, working on website design,

and creating and recording new music for future tangible release.


